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Thirteen-year-olds today are different than thirteen-yearolds from a decade ago. For one thing, they probably
already have their first smartphone, and that fact alone
changes the way they interact with their world.
Thirteen-year-olds are the tail end of the Plurals
generation, the post-Millennial group born in the mid-1990s
that account for one-fifth of the U.S. population. The name
Plurals derives from the pluralistic society they were born
into and in which they are growing up.
This spring, Turner Ignite conducted a joint study with
RedPeak, a branding agency with a dedicated youth
practice, to better understand the behaviors, attitudes and
values of thirteen to twenty-one year olds. Using extensive
qualitative and quantitative research, the study uncovered
surprising insights into the definitive behaviors of Plurals
and how they are unlike their Millennial predecessors.
Plurals are the most diverse group in U.S. history. Twenty
percent of 13 to 15-year-olds in the Turner Ignite/RedPeak
study declared themselves as something other than
heterosexual. This group will also be the last Caucasian
majority. Plurals are a fluid generation, sexually, racially, in
their fandom, and through their varied social platform use.
They want to discover who they are and what’s next on
their own terms.
These teens are not only cultural influencers, they control
more than $44 billion in spending power. To reach and truly
connect with this next generation, savvy marketers will
need to rethink the rules of engagement and what types
of content will most resonate. The Turner Ignite/RedPeak
study found that while Millennials value brands that are
socially minded, understand people their age and do good
in the world, Plurals want to engage and consume brands
that are cool, make them feel in control, listen to them and
innovate. Most Plurals hold strong opinions and expect
brands to as well. Seventy one percent of Plurals said they
respect brands that take a stand on political or cultural
issues in their advertising.
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Understanding what issues Plurals care about and who
they admire is one way to understand this generation.
Another way is to look at how they consume content, and
Turner has done extensive research into this generation’s
media use. A study done by Cartoon Network, Warner Bros.
and Insight Research has tracked consumption habits of
5-17 year olds starting with a baseline study at the end of
2014. After two and half years of analysis, this research
revealed how Plurals’ media use is different from older
generations.
First and most important, this is a mobile generation.
Plurals are the most adept at using their phones and
tablets to watch, play, buy and learn. They are very well
positioned to take advantage of the consumer-centric
internet.
This group is also all about choice and control, and
fully expect they will have full control over content and
platforms. They navigate media intuitively, and like to go
deeper into lore and character. As they consume new
content and ideas, they often leverage that through
consumer product to signal they are a fan to their peer
group. Media and social platforms are incorporated into
their natural play and recreational patterns.
Plurals consume media based on where they are, who
they are with, what mood they are in and how much time
they have right then. Brands should provide both longform and short-form content to allow Plurals to connect
on their terms. This generation consumes trends rapidly,
sharing their own take on social media and exploring new
platforms and tools at a ramped-up pace.
This is a generation driving how content is consumed,
brands are promoted and products are purchased.
To be successful, marketers will need to keep pace by
understanding what is driving this group of diverse
individuals that don’t want to be pigeonholed. Once
brands understand how they don’t subscribe to traditional
consumption norms, they will be ready to rethink the
traditional advertising model and move on to a strategy
that will lead to effective connection. Brands that don’t
evolve their marketing strategy in line with how Plurals are
changing the media landscape will be left behind.
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